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When Lisa Yamai was small, she was 
swept away by a river on three separate oc-
casions. “I almost died each time, but there 
was always an ‘outdoor person’ that saved 
me,” she says. 

Yamai, who is the third-generation 
president of the Japanese camping and 
outdoor brand Snow Peak, refers to “out-
door people” a lot during our conversa-
tion. They’re capable people, people who 
like camping, who know things about na-
ture and how to cooperate with the land. 
They’re the sort of people she grew up with.  
       Yamai is a native of Niigata, a prefec-
ture pinned between rugged mountains and 
a stormy sea on the west coast of Japan’s 
main island. It’s also the location of Snow 
Peak headquarters, which is cradled in the 
foothills of Mount Awagatake to the east of 
Sanjo City. It’s here, in the same town where 
her grandfather Yukio started the business 
all the way back in 1958, that Yamai tells me 
the story of Snow Peak, and its evolution 
into a global brand.

Yukio Yamai was a quintessential out-
door person. An avid mountain climber, he 
made weekly trips to Mount Tanigawa, a 
jagged peak straddling Niigata and Gunma 
Prefectures with the ominous nickname 
“Mountain of Death.” Over 800 people 
have died attempting its ascent since re-
cord keeping started in 1930; by compari-
son, about 200 people have died in the same 
period on Mount Everest. 

“At the time, there was no climbing 
gear that was appropriate for Japanese peo-
ple,” Yamai explains. “Rock climbing is a cul-
ture that came from the US, so gear was only 
suitable for Americans.” Japanese climbers 
tended to be shorter and lither than many of 
their Western counterparts, and the moun-
tains in Niigata, nicknamed “Snow Coun-
try,” received upward of 30 feet of snow per 
winter. Yukio saw a business opportunity: 
“Snow Peak started making climbing gear 
that would accommodate Japanese people’s 
physiques, and was geared to the mountains 
that they were used to climbing on a normal 
basis,” says Yamai. 

The gap in the market also allowed 
Yukio to combine his passion for climbing 
with local craft. The Tsubame-Sanjo area 
is famous for metalwork, and local black-
smiths have a special technique for hard-
ening nails so as to withstand the elements. 
Though outdoor gear was not normally pro-
duced in local forges, Yukio negotiated with 
the artisans to make ice axes. 
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Yamai wears clothing from her own eponymous label throughout.  
She was photographed at Snow Peak's campus in Niigata, Japan. The campus backs onto the Snow Peak Campfield—a 41-acre site used for testing gear and 
equipment in all weather conditions. Snow Peak has also opened a campsite in the US where outdoor enthusiasts can test their equipment before buying. 

( left ) 
( below ) 
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Snow Peak remained dedicated to 
mountaineering until the 1980s, when 
Yukio’s son Tohru Yamai came along. “Snow 
Peak during my grandfather’s era appealed 
to stoic outdoor people,” says Yamai. But 
Japan was an affluent society and flush 
consumers were turning toward urban plea-
sures. In fact, Tohru didn’t initially want to 
be part of the company, having gone to work 
in Tokyo instead. His favorite way of expe-
riencing nature was car camping—a far cry 
from his father’s life-or-death climbs. Still, 
he left Tokyo’s corporate life and joined the 
family business at around the same time 
that Yamai was born, in 1986. 

“What my father started was a focus on 
enjoying nature as a family, and an outdoor 
style that can be enjoyed individually or as 
a community,” says Yamai, looking out over 
the sprawling Snow Peak campus below, 
which is blooming with flowers. Tohru want-
ed to push back on the idea of challenging 
or dominating nature, focusing instead on 
coexisting with it. The idea coincided with 
the collapse of Japan’s economic bubble, af-
ter which simpler pleasures became not only 
a romantic notion, but a necessity. 

Yamai grew up steeped in camping and 
outdoor culture as a result. “Because the 
product, design and operations were all start-
ed and done by my father, I was surounded 
by camping gear from the time I was born,” 
she says. “My earliest memories are of go-
ing camping with my family on weekends to 
field-test the gear that my father developed.” 

       She recalls that they often returned to 
a campground on Niigata’s Sado Island. “I 
always ran around without any sense as a 
child, jumping into rivers like it was a nor-
mal thing.” Luckily, the people in her orbit 
were there to pull her out, set her right, and 
give her the practical advice that she still re-
members today as an adult.

Yamai didn’t intend to join the family 
business either, instead pursuing fashion 
design in Tokyo. She quickly became disillu-
sioned. “In the Tokyo fashion world, people 
are chased by their work and lose their hu-
manity,” she says. “I thought, I was reared in 
an environment surrounded by nature, and I 
want to do work that takes advantage of that.” 
        As the president of Snow Peak, she has 
added an apparel division to the company, 
bringing together two worlds that had lit-
tle—and wanted even less—to do with one 
another. Fashion may seem an odd ancillary 
in the outdoor realm, which traditionally 
has valued function over form, but Yamai’s 
urban aesthetic and outdoorsy background 
have helped forge the brand’s modern image. 
       Under her influence, Snow Peak’s designs 
are a departure from the prevailing trends 
at other outdoor brands, which favor bold 
blocks of often primary colors in '90s silhou-
ettes. In contrast, Snow Peak’s clothes come 
in beige, gray and dun tones, and are often 
loose or drapey, with rough textures and 
intricate details. Although you’ll find high-
tech, lightweight fabrics including nylon 
and polyester, Snow Peak also uses materials 

Yamai is the third-generation president of Snow Peak. Under her grandfather, the brand was for mountaineers. Her father shifted the emphasis to car camping 
and coexisting with nature. Yamai has introduced apparel that allows the wearer to transition seamlessly between urban and outdoor environments. 

( right ) 

“The thought of making 
something for the love of 
nature is powerful." 

like yak and alpaca wool, along with organic 
cotton. A number of bestsellers take cues 
from Japanese culture and fashion, such as 
the fire-resistant Takibi line, based on Japa-
nese firefighter gear, and the Dotera and Nor-
agi jackets, which both nod to the kimono.  
       With her own fashion brand, Yamai, 
which is independent from Snow Peak, she 
channels inspiration from nature into de-
signs intended for urban environments. 
The Yamai brand uses delicate fabrics that 
originate in nature: She gestures to her own 
outfit, which she tells me is made from Indi-
an wild silk. “I have a strong desire to create 
clothing that has wilderness endowed with-
in it,” she says. “And the thought of making 
something for the love of nature is power-
ful.” This is what she wants for Snow Peak 
too: “The idea is to create functions and de-
signs that blend into nature.”   

Most people, Yamai thinks, are woefully 
disconnected from the outdoors. “People are 
part of nature, and people’s lives are inter-
twined closely with nature. But people don’t 
want to inconvenience themselves. They 
don’t want to get wet in the rain,” she says. 
The more disconnected people become from 
the elements, the less likely they are to care 
about environmental impacts, for example, 
or the question of where their food comes 
from. Yamai recalls a trip to Western Mon-
golia, where she lived in a ger with nomads 
for a weekend. She came away impressed by 
their cooperation with the land. She sees her 
role as bringing people and nature closer 
together, even in the city. Yamai hopes that 
by attracting stylish urbanites to camping, 
they might become more attuned to their 
consumption, where those resources come 
from and what remains.

“Ever since fast fashion came about 
in the industry, mass production and con-
sumption have been extremely burdensome 
to the environment,” says Yamai. “Rather 
than making clothing that serves capitalist 
economic thinking, I want to get as close 
to traceability as I can manage. I want the 
clothing to make you feel close to nature, to 
make you think about nature,” she explains. 
“We have to live in humility toward nature.”


